Co-Founder wanted in the field of Business Development (m/w/d)
Immediately | Full

We are looking for a Co-Founder for our startup
"Reconstructy" (m/f/d) with a focus on product development.
Who we are
2b AHEAD Ventures is boldly venturing into an exciting tomorrow through building startup teams and
accompanying them on their way to success. We come up the ideas, find the right partners and
investors, and provide interested entrepreneurs with the opportunity to found these businesses with
us.
We are seeking a founding team for a well-funded idea that is ready for bold developments and
motivated founders. The Startup will combine the growing power of 3D scanning with the antiquity
and building markets. Will you help archive and restore history while building the world of
tomorrow?
Who we are looking for
As someone already interested in Start-ups, you must have experience designing and building large
and complex (yet maintainable) systems, but you should be able to do so in about one-third the time
that people think possible due to your incredible motivation and resourcefulness. Business
Development is a skillset for you.
Skills you possess
• You have professional experience, finished studies, or are studying in one of the following
technical areas: Business Administration, App Development, Business Management, or a
similar focus
• You are able to be inspiring through leadership to create and implement a company-wide
vision and strategy
• You can imagine building your own team of developers, artists, and co-workers while leading
them through the growth of the business
• You are motivated with a Founder’s mindset and the ability to self-start
• You enjoy prototyping and the development of new mobile applications which users love to
use
• Work together with the current co-founder to Assure all legal and regulatory documents are
filed and monitor compliance with laws and regulations; build alliances, partnerships, and
sales pipelines; oversee the day-to-day operation of the company.
What we offer
• An idea, ready to start, with corresponding seed capital as well as large shares in the GmbH
to be founded - Try asking Rocket for that!
• Support in team-building and interacting with investors
• Co-working and support from our Network and experts at 2b AHEAD Ventures
• Currently, we work flexibly from the home office due to COVID-19, but you will be asked to
eventually join us in Leipzig, DE
At 2b AHEAD Ventures, we attach great importance to a work culture that offers equal opportunities
and promotes diversity for every employee. We would like to call on all interested people, regardless
of their gender or gender identity, sexual orientation, origin, age, religion, or disability, to apply.
2b AHEAD Ventures GmbH
Spinnereistraße 7 | Halle 20E | 04179 Leipzig
www.2bahead-ventures.com

Interested? Apply now! Please send us an e-mail with your CV: joe@2bahead-ventures.com.
For further information, please contact Joe Natoli (ENGLISH) on +49 151 6126 1923.

"It's easier to invent the future than to predict it."- Alan Kay
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